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This work is based on̂  material collected in Eritrea during the
first three months of 1970 and worked on since then. The main
difficulty in Tigre studies1 is the very small corpus of texts
available. E. Littmann published his two main contributions to
the grammar of Tigre2 before he learned the spoken language and
before he collected his famous texts.3 The texts included in his
Publications* were intended to serve as a foundation for a Tigre
grammar and a Tigre dictionary, s Unfortunately, the first of the
two goals was never achieved. E. Littmann published only one
article on the Tigre verb based on his own material, a few years
before his death.6 M. Hofner also contributed to the study of the
material collected by E. Littmann.' W. Leslau based his Short
grammar of Tigre8 on Littmann's texts but added later supple-
mentary observation after having carried out personal investi-
gations in Eritrea.9 Because most of the previous studies on the
Tigre verb are based on bodies of texts not collected by the

1 For the linguistic studies on Tigre see Wolf Leslau, An annotated biblio-
graphy of the Semitic languages of Ethiopia, Mouton, The Hague 1965, 144-64.

2 "Die Pronomina in Tigre", ZAxn (1897), 188-230 and 291-316; "Das
Verbum der Tigre-Sprache", ZA xm (1898), 133-78; xrv (1899), 1-102.

' 3 See work cited in the next footnote, volume 1, Preface, xi-xii.
• Publications of the Princeton expedition to Abyssinia, E. J. Brill, Leiden

1910-15, 4 volumes in 5.
* Ibid., vol. 1, Preface xii.
6 "Bilitterale Verba im Tigre" in Donum natalicium H. S. Nyberg oblatum,

Uppsala 1954, 94-101. Reproduced in Orientalia Suecana in (19)4), 94-101.
7 "Probleme der Verbalstammbildung im Tigr£", ZDMG ci (1951),

89-106.
8 American Oriental Society. Oflprint Series No. 18, New Haven 1945,

containing the oflprints of two articles, "The verb in Tigr£ (North-
Ethiopic) Dialect of Mensa", JAOS LXV (1945), 1-26. and "Grammatical
sketches in Tigrd (North-Ethiopic) Dialect of Mensa", JAOS LXV (1945),
164-203.

9 "Supplementary observation on Tigr6 grammar", JAOS Lxvm (1948),
127-39.
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THE MORPHOLOGY OF THE TIGRE VERB (I)

authors, their value is weakened; a fresh and comprehensive
description based on original research is therefore necessary. In
order to achieve this, the present article aims to go beyond the
existing corpus of texts and grammatical material. Previous work
has, however, been taken into account to the fullest extent
possible. An effort has been made throughout to present the
grammatical material in such a way that it will serve as a useful
tool to the student of Tigre.

I. THE VERB TYPES WITHOUT PREFIXES

1.1 TYPE A

Type A verbs have an unmarked meaning in relation to co-
existing verbs of types B and C. Verbs of type A can be either
transitive or intransitive. Examples: lakfa "to throw"; sakba "to
take tcst";fagra "to go out"; waba^a "to flow"; wada "to do,
to make"; dangara "to be late"; 'ambata "to begin".

1.2 TYPE B

Verbs of type B are non-functional in the morphological system
of the verb and are to be treated in terms of lexis. Many among
type B verbs do not have coexisting verbs of type A and thus
form the "head" of a dictionary entry. Type B verbs are fre-
quently denominative: in many instances of coexisting type A
and B verbs the respective roots are of different origin and
meaning. Examples of type B verbs which do not have coexisting
verbs of type A: mazgana "to weigh" (v.t.); garrama "to be
beautiful"; wallaba "to turn at"; sallasa "to do three times";
tallama "to begin to plough"; baJsara "to bring good news";
tallaqa "to let loose"; saddaqa "to sacrifice"; 'a^aZa " t o

command"; 'addaba "to trouble"; babbasa "to take prisoner";
haddasa "to renew"; 'addaba "to accustom"; 'aggaba "to do
wrong"; hay ana1 "to deceive"; kawala "to hide"; halla "to be,
to exist". Examples of type B verbs which have coexisting verbs
of type A: daggama "to tell" (dogma "to repeat"); lakkara " to
praise" (Jakra "to get drunk"); ballasa "to turn over (v.t.)"
{balsa " to turn over" v.t., "to answer"); jattara "to be un-
leavened" (Jafra "to create"); kabbara "to give news" (Jsabra
"to be honoured"); haffana "to take with both hands" {hafna
"to become hot").

1 Semivowels aie not geminated. See Sec. 10.2.
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THE MORPHOLOGY OF THE TIGRE VERB (I)

I.3. TYPE C

Triradicals of type C are met with in the expression of: (a) increase
of force or intensity of the action denoted by the underlying verb
of type A. Such verbs of type C are transitive. Examples: gdraba
"to cut in pieces" (jgarba "to cut"); sdtara "to split, to tear off a
number of pieces" (safra "to split, to tear off"); sdqala "to hang
all" {saqla " to hang"); sdbara "to break to pieces, to be engaged
in breaking" (sabra "to break"); Idkafa "to throw many, to
persist in throwing" (Jakja "to throw"); qdtala "to do some
killing, to be engaged in killing" (gatla "to kill"); wdlada "to
persist in giving birth, to give birth a few times" (walda "to give
birth"); sdbata "to hold back (i.e. not to allow)"; (sabta "to
hold"), (b) The notion of causation for those verbs whose initial
radical is a laryngal.x Triradicals with an initial laryngal can also
express the conative aspect, and meaning, is then determined by
the contextual sense. Thus, type C oihalka "to exert oneself, to
trouble oneself" which is hdlaka is either "to exert oneself very
much" or "to trouble" (v.t.). Examples of type C verbs whose
first radical is a laryngal: hdlafa "to cause to pass, to remove"
(halfa "to pass"); 'dta "to make enter, to bring in" ('ata "to
enter"); bdrada "to slaughter (e.g. several cows)" (harda " to
slaughter"), (c) A stylistic free variant of type A, or type B
where the type A verb does not coexist. Examples: tdkala/takla
"to plant"; Idfata/Iafta "to sew"; bdtaka/batka "to cut off";
Idbaka/Iabbaka "to anoint, to smear"; kdlasa/kallasa "to termi-
nate"; tdlama/tallama "to begin to plough". There are some
instances in which a type C verb and the coexisting verb of
another type are of different origin and meaning. Examples:
sdraha "to send away, to make live" (sdrha "to produce, to
make"); bdraka "to bless";2 (barka "to kneel"). Sahara/sakkara
"to praise" (lakra "to get drunk").

Quadriradicals3 of type C are used in the expression of the
conative or frequentative (iterative) aspect of the action denoted
by the underlying verb of type A. Thus, quadriradical verbs of
type C function, in relation to type A, as triradical verbs of both
types C and D function in relation to type A. Examples: qardtata
"to crush (v.t.)"; (qartata "to break into several pieces" v.t.).

1 Verbs with an initial laryngal lack the 'a-A formation. See Sec. 9.1.
1 The more usual verb which renders the notion "to bless" is dabara.
3 Quadriradicals occur only in types A and C See Sec 14.
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THE MORPHOLOGY OF THE TIGRE VERB (I)

mardmara "to examine thoroughly" (marmara " to examine, to
consider");gasdgasa "to charge forward repeatedly" (gasgasa " to
march forward quickly").

1.4. TYPE D

The type D verb, which occurs with triradicals only, is used to
express the frequentative or conative aspect of the action denoted
by the underlying verb of type A. When the intensity of action is
described, this can involve either increase or decrease of force,
i.e. augmentative or attenuate aspect.1 There are, therefore,
instances in which the meanings of verbs of types C and D in
relation to type A overlap. Examples: sabdbara "to break
thoroughly" (sdbara "to break in pieces (v.t.), to be engaged in
breaking"; sabra "to break"); bardrasa "to plough a little"
(bdrasa "to cultivate the soil"; harsa "to plough"); katdtaba "to
write much, repeatedly" (kdtaba "to vaccinate; katba "to write;
to vaccinate"); dagdgama "to, tell repeatedly, to recite"; ddgma
"to tell"; dagma "to repeat"; baldlasa "to answer repeatedly"
{bdlasa/balsa "to answer"); badddala "to change repeatedly"
(badJa "to change", v.t.); kadddama "to work on and off"
(kadama "to serve, to work"); kaldls'a "to pass a short time"
{kal'a "to pass the time"); dawdwara "to wander about" (dora
"to turn", v.t.).

2. PREFIXED DERIVATIVES

2.1. DERIVATIVES WITH THE PREFIX T3-

ta- derivatives are used in the expression of:
(a) The passive voice of transitive verbs of types A, B, and C.

In some instances, transitive verbs become intransitive or denote
the notion of reflexivity by means of the fa- formation. Examples
of ti- A: tmaqqama "to be called, to be mentioned" {naqma "to
call"); tarakkaba "to be found" {rakba "to find"); tahassaba "to
be thought" (basba "to think"); tdkantaba "to be appointed
chieftain" (kantaba "to appoint as chieftain"); tasaqqala "to
be hanged, to hang" v.i. (saq/a "to hang" v.t.); takassata "to
be opened, to open" v.i.; {kasta "to open"); ta'agjzaba "to be
astonished" ('agba "to astonish"); tadardara "to gird oneself"
(dardara "to gird"). Examples of ta- B: takallasa "to be term-

1 Cf. Sec 16.3: be/a compounds: the aspectual use of be/a and 'aba/a.
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THE MORPHOLOGY OF THE TIGRE VERB (I)

inated" (kallasa "to terminate"); toma^ana "to be weighed"
(ma^ana "to weigh" v.t.); tahaddasa "to be renewed" (baddasa
"to renew"). Examples of to- C: tosdtara "to be torn off into
several pieces" (sdtara "to tear off into several pieces"); tssdrama
"to be cut into strips" (Jdrama "to cut into strips"); tahdrada " to
be slaughtered (e.g. several animals)", hdrada " to slaughter (e.g.
several animals)".

(b) The notion of reciprocity by means of to- C and to- D
formations, where the underlying verb is neither C in the former
case, nor D in the latter; i.e. both formations are best treated as
unanalysable wholes as regards their morphological constituents
(the meaning of to- C is not the outcome of the meaning of
to- +C, etc.). Examples of to- C verbs which express the notion
of reciprocity; toldmada "to get used to each other" (lamda " to
get accustomed"); toqdraba "to approach each other" (qarba "to
be near, to come near"); togddaba "to fight each other" (gadba
"to plunder"); tahadara "to dwell together" (badra "to dwell");
tahddaga " to leave each other" (badga "to leave"); tardda " to
be in mutual agreement" (rada "to agree"); tomardmara "to
consult one another (marmara "to examine"). Examples of to- D
verbs which express the notion of reciprocity: tosaldlama "to
bandy salutations" (tosd/ama "to salute"); tara'd'a "to see one
another" (ra'a "to see"); tosa'd'ama "to kiss one another"
(sa'ama "to kiss"); tolakdka "to call one another" (toldka "to
call"); tahagdga "to bandy words, to converse" (tahdga " to
speak"). In the case of verbs where types A or C are lacking,
to- C and to- D may assume the aspectual notion normally
expressed by types C (conative) and D (frequentative) respec-
tively. Examples: tosa'd'ala "to ask repeatedly, to inquire"
(tssa'ala "to ask", no type A for this meaning); togdyasa "to go
far away (no type Q " , (gesa "to go").

In some instances verbs of to- form the "head" of a dictionary
entry, e.g. tokabbata "to meet!•>>

2.2. DERIVATIVES WITH THE PREFIX '^4-

*a- derivatives, which occur in all types but D, are used in the
expression of:

(a) The causative of the transitive verb: 'almata "to cause to
anoint" (lamta "to anoint"); 'a^mata "to cause to raid" (gamta
"to rob, to raid"); 'asbata "to cause to seize" (sabfa "to seize,
to catch"); 'aqdtala "to cause to do some Willing" (qdtala " to do
some killing"); 'asbara "to cause to break" (sabra "to break");
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THE MORPHOLOGY OF THE TIGRE VERB (I)

'andaqa "to cause to build" (nadqa "to build"); 'afanfana "to
.make abhor" (Jan/ana "to abhor"); 'atdlaqa "to cause (some
people) to be released" (Jallaqa "to let loose" (type C is not
existent); 'a^dbata "to make beat" (%dbata "to beat").

(b) The causative of the intransitive verb. Some of the verbs
which are intransitive become transitive by means of the prefix
'a-. Examples: 'aqtara "to drip" (v.t.) (qatra "to trickle");
'amsa'a "to cause to come, to bring" (mas'a "to come, to bring");
'as'a "to rouse hopes" (sa'a "to hope"); 'ab'a "to let enter"
(ba'a "to enter"); 'abharara " to frighten" (baharara "to be
frightened"); 'asgaba "to satisfy (food), to make rich" (sagba "to
be satisfied (food), to be rich"); 'amhala "to make swear"
(mahala "to swear"); 'atlala "to wet" {talk "to be wet");
'asangala "to cause maturity" {sangala "to become adult");
'agarrama "to beautify" (garrama "to be beautiful"); 'ajrasa "to
destroy, to ruin" (Jarsa "to perish, to be ruined").

In some instances the prefix 'a- is non-functional, where the
verb of the 'a- formation is to be taken as a coexisting lexical
entry alongside the underlying verb, e.g. 'aqbala "to return
(v.i.)" (qabbala "to accept"; type A is non-existent).

2.3. DERIVATIVES WITH THE PREFIX 'AT-

'at- derivatives are used in the expression of:
(a) The causative of intransitive verbs of ta- formation. Some

intransitive verbs of the ta- formation become transitive by means
of the prefix 'at-. Examples: 'atgassa "to make sit" (tagassa "to sit
down"); 'atkarra "to cause to descend" (takarra "to descend");
'atkdsata "to cause to open" (takdsata "to open" v.i.); 'atbaggasa
"to make depart" (tabaggasa " to depart"); 'atlabama "to join
(v.t.) together" (talahama "to join" v.i.); 'adddla "to make ready,
to prepare" (taddla "to be ready").

This relationship of 'at- to ta- is on the same level as that of
V to A, B and C.

(b) The causative reciprocal in the case of 'at- C and the
frequentative causative in the case of 'at- D, prefix 'a- being
non-existent in the case of type D verbs. Examples: 'atgddaba
"to cause to fight each other" (tagddaba "to fight each other");
'atndbara "to make dwell together" (tandbara "to dwell with each
other"); 'atjardrba "to cause to be feared much" {tajarraha "to
be feared"); 'atkdfala "to allow to divide among each other"
{tahdjala "to divide among each other"); 'atkdbata "to cause to
meet each other" (takabbata "to meet").
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THE MORPHOLOGY OF THE TIGRE VERB (I)

(c) The causative for those verbs whose initial radical is a
laryngal; the causative being normally expressed for such verbs
by type C proper or by means of the prefix 'at- Examples:
'athddara/bddara "to cause to dwell" (badra "to dwell");
'at'asara "to make bind" ('asra "to bind"); 'atbadaga "to make
leave" (hadga "to leave"); 'at'abbasa "to make someone sin"
('abbasa "to sin"); 'at'asa "to incite to revolt" ('asa "to revolt");
'athaldlaka " to make someone exert himself a little" (haldlaka
"to exert oneself a little").

2.4. DERIVATIVES WITH THE PREFIX 'ATTA-

'atta- derivatives are used in the expression of (a) the factitive
(i.e. the "double" causative) and (b) the causative where the
action is caused to be performed via an agent other than the
subject of the verb. Examples: 'attaqtala "to cause to be killed
(e.g. by a hired assassin)" (qat/a "to kill"); 'attabala "to cause to
be said (e.g. to spread rumours)" (be/a "to say"); 'attamsa'a "to
cause to be brought, to let come" {mas'a "to come"); 'attaftsha
"to cause to be released" (Jatba "to release, to loosen");
'attawda "to cause to be done, to cause to have made (e.g.: food
and drink prepared by servants for guests)" (wada "to do, to
make"); 'attaqrafa "to cause to cut off" (qarla "to cut off");
'attabtaka "to cause to be cut off" (batka "to cut off"); 'attaklia
"to cause to be hindered" (kal'a "to hinder"); 'attandaqa "to
cause to be built" (nadka " to build"); 'attafgara "to cause to be
brought out" (Jagra "to go out").

'atta- serves also as the simple causative for quadriradical
verbs whose prefix is 'an- or 'as. For examples see the following
section.

2.5. PREFIXES 'AN- AND ' AS-

These prefixes occur only with the quadriradicals and are non-
functional as regards the system. Their causative form is effected
by means of the prefix 'atta-.

Examples of verbs with the prefix 'an- and its causative form
'attan-: 'ansarsara "to be in trouble, to suffer" ('attansarsara " to
make suffer") (sarsara " to cry aloud"); 'angargara "to wallow"
('attangargara "to roll (v.t.) in the mud") (gargara "to get used
to"); 'anga/bata "to slip" v.i. (?g~albata); 'anqatqata "to shake"
v.i. (^attanqatqata "to shake" v.t. {qatqata "to knock, to forge
(iron")); 'anqalqala "to stagger" {^attanqalqala "to make
stagger"); 'antotala/'antawdtala "to swing" (*tofala).
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THE MORPHOLOGY OF THE TIGRE VERB (I)

Examples of verbs with the prefix 'as- and its causative form
'attas-x 'asnaqnaqa "to be shaken" (fattasnaqnaqa "to cause to be
shaken") (naqnaqa "to shake"); 'asdamdama "to blunt" v.t.
{tadamdama "to become blunt"); 'astargama/targama "to trans-
late, to interpret"; 'asqamqama "to groan" ^attasqamqama "to
make groan"); 'askla "to collapse" v.i. (lawla "to move
around" v.t.).

2.6. THE PREFIX 'ASTA-

This prefix appears only in Arabic loanwords and is thus to be
regarded as an integral part of the verb in Tigre. Examples:
'astafdlara "to inquire (about)"; (Arabic: 'istafsara); 'astahala
"to be worthy of, to be entitled to" ; (Arabic: 'ista'hala).

3. VERB FORMATION: TRIRADICAL VERBS OF

TYPES A, B, C, D AND THEIR DERIVATIVES

The verbs to be treated in this section are triradicals which do
not contain semivowels or laryngals. The incidence of any such
form of the Tigre verb can best be described in terms of: (a) the
morphological category of the verb, i.e. perfect, imperfect or
jussive (imperative); (b) the type of the verb, i.e. A, B, C or D;
(c) the prefixed derivative, i.e. ts-, '<?-, 'at- or 'atta- attached to

A
Perfect
Imperfect
Jussive

JtJ
Perfect
Imperfect/jussive

L,
Perfect
Imperfect/jussive

D

Perfect
Imperfect/jussive

qatla
hqattsl
hqtal

qattala
hqattsl

qdtala
hqatrf

qatatala
kqatatol

t9-

tsqattala
htqattal
btqattal

tsqattala
htqattal

Uqatala
htqatal

tiqatatala
htqatatal

'a-

'aqtala
laqattol
laqtsl

'aqattala
laqatUl

'aqdtala
laqdtil

—

'at-

—

'atqattala
latqattil

'atqdtala
latqdtol

'atqatdtala
latqatdUl

'atta-

'attaqtala
lattaqtal
lattaqtol

—

—
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THE MORPHOLOGY OF THE TIGRE VERB (I)

the verb form. The synoptic table on the previous page illustrates
the threefold possibilities in their actual range of occurrence:1

In reading the above table the following morphological
phenomena are to be noted, (i) There is a similarity of form in
the case of ta- A and t$- B, in the sense that the semantic value
required for ta- A in relation to A is rendered regularly by ta- B
forms. (2) An imperfect/jussive contrast exists only in type A
and in the derivative 'a- A throughout the conjugation, other
types and derivatives having a similar conjugation for both
imperfect and jussive forms.2 (3) Type D does not have the
derivative with the prefix 'a-. (4) The prefix 'atta- occurs only
with type A forms, where the prefix 'at- is not used.

4. PARADIGMATIC ANALYSIS OF THE MORPHOLOGICAL
CATEGORIES (PERFECT, IMPERFECT AND JUSSIVE) AND

THE VERB TYPES A, B, C, D

The morphological data relevant to this analysis consist of:
(a) the phonemic shape of the stem, i.e. the arrangement of
consonants and vowels in it and the quantity of those in terms of
gemination (consonants) and duration (vowels); (b) the forma-
tives used with the stem, i.e. suffixes and prefixes.

4.1. PERFECT, TYPES A, B, C, D

FORMATIVES Essential morphological features of this category
are the occurrence throughout of the same suffixes and the
absence of prefixes. The suffixes are as follows:3 -ko, -ka, -ki,
-a, -at, -na, -kum, -kan, -aw, -aya.

STEM. Type A: all persons except third: qatal; third persons: qatl.
Type B: all persons: qattal. Type C: all persons \qdtal. TypeD:
all persons: qatdtal.

4.2. IMPERFECT, TYPES A, B, C, D

FORMATIVES. The essential feature of this category is the existence
of the same formatives throughout the inflection of the various

1 3rd pers. masc sing, from the verb qatla "to kill" represents the conju-
gation, qatla is used here as a model verb only.

2 The prefix of 1 st pers. pi. retains, however, the contrast imperfect/jussive
in other types.

» The following order will be kept throughout the article: 1st pers. sing.,
2nd pers. masc sing., 2nd pers. fern, sing., 3rd pers. masc sing., 3rd pers.
fern, sing., 1st pers. pi., 2nd pers. masc pi., etc
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THE MORPHOLOGY OF THE TIGRE VERB (I)

types. The formatives are as follows: V, ta-, t»-, ... -/, h-y U-,
'$»-, t*- ... -o, ts-, ... -a,k- . . . -o, /-... -a.

STEM. Types A and B: all persons having a suffix: qatl; all persons
not having a suffix: qattrt. Type C: all persons having a suffix:
qdtl\ all persons not having a suffix: qdtol. Type D: all persons
having a suffix: qatdtl; all persons not having a suffix: qatdtsl.

4.3. JUSSIVE, TYPES B, C, D

Excluding the prefix of first person plural which is ne-, the forms
of these types in the jussive are identical with those of the same
types in the imperfect throughout the inflection.

TYPE A. FORMATIVES. As in the imperfect, excluding the first
person plural prefix which is na-.

STEM: qtal.

5. A DETAILED STUDY OF THE VERB INFLECTION

5.1. TYPE A : qansa " t o get up" . 1

Perfect: qansko, qanaska, qanaski, qansa, qansat, qanasna, qanaskum,
qanashn, qansaw, qansaya.

Imperfect: 'sqanms, taqanms, tsqansi, hqannss, tsqanms, 'snqannas,
tsqanso, taqansa, kqanso, hqansa.

Jussive: 'sqnas, tsqnas, taqnasi, Iaqnas, tsqnas, mqnas, tsqnaso,
tsqnasa, kqnaso, kqnasa.

Imperative. The imperative forms are derived from the jussive
forms in the appropriate persons. They differ from the jussive
forms in that they do not have prefixes2 and are, therefore, liable
to change their position with regard to the syllabic structure.3

The inflection of the imperative is as follows: qanas, qanasi,
qanaso, qanasa.

5.2. TYPE B : maigana " t o weigh".

Perfect: ma^anko, ma^anka, ma^anki, ma^ana, ma^anat,
, ma^ankum, ma^ankan, maiganaw, ma^anaya.

1 When entered as lexical entity the given form is in the 3rd pers. masc.
sing, of the perfect and the meaning in English is rendered by " t o " +
infinitive.

2 This is the situation for imperative forms in the affirmative. For the
negative see Sec 6.

s I.e. qsnds or qnds; e.g. 'a%e qndj "get up now".
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Imperfect/jussive: 'amas^an, tama^an, tima^ni, lama^af, ta-
masgpn, 'anma^an/namai^an^ tama^no, tama%nay lamasyio, h-

Imperative: maigan, ma^ni, ma^no, ma^no.

5.3. TYPE c: kdtaba "to vaccinate".
Perfect: kdtabko, kdtabka, kdtabki, kdtaba, kdtabat, kdtabna,

kdtabkum, kdtabkan, kdtabaw, kdtabaya.
Imperfect/jussive: 'akdtab, takdtab, takdtbi, lakdtab, takdtab,

'ankdtab/nakdtab, takdtbo, takdtba, lakdtbo, lakdtba.
Imperative: kdtab, kdtbi, kdtbo, kdtba.

5.4. TYPE D: baldlasa "to keep on answering; to answer
repeatedly".
Perfect: baldlasa.
Imperfect/jussive: labaldlas.
Imperative: baldlas.

6. NEGATION OF THE VERB

A verb is rendered negative by means of the prefixed particle '/',
e.g.: perfect: 'isarqa "he did not steal"; imperfect: 'i'ajaqqad"!
do not remember"; jussive: 'agal 'ilatkam "in order that it will
not be weak". In the imperative the second persons of the jussive
are used instead, e.g. qatla "to kill": 'itaqtal, 'itaqtali, 'itaqtalo,
'itaqtala.

7. THE OPTIONAL USE OF PREFIXES
IN THE IMPERFECT

In colloquial speech there is a distinct tendency to omit the
prefixes of the verb in the imperfect, e.g.: 'atfaggar or 'at lafaggar
"when he goes out". The prefixes of the first persons are
normally retained, except in the case of verbs with first radical
laryngal where the prefix of the first person singular form is never
pronounced, e.g.: hassab " I think".2 Thus, the typical inflection
of the verb in the imperfect is as follows: fagra "to go out".
('a)faggar, faggar, fagri, faggar, faggar, 'anfaggar, fagro, fagra, fagro,
f

1 Imperfect and jussive forms respectively.
1 Cf. Sec 9.1.
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8. PREFIXED DERIVATIVES

8.1. PREFIX T3-

As mentioned above (Sec. 3) there is a similarity of form in the
case of ti- A and ta- B. The verb tiballara "to be announced
(good news)" for example is counted as ti- B since it exists
beside the verb baJIara "to bring good news", and in the absence
of HaJra, while tikassata "to be opened" may be counted as
ti- A since it exists beside kasta " to open" and in the absence of
*kassata. The distinction between ti- A and ti- B on the syn-
chronic level must, therefore, be analysed lexically. Thus, the
sign ti- A/B will be used, to signify that ti- A is formally identical
with ti- B. Examples:
Perfect: Uqarrafko, tiqarrafka, tiqarrafki, tiqarrafa, tiqarrafat,

tiqarrafna, tiqarrafkum, Uqarrafkan, tiqarrafaw, tiqarrafaya.
Imperfect/jussive: 'itqarraf, titwarraf, titqarrafi, litqarraf, tit-

qarraf, nitqarraf, titqarrafo, titqarrafa, /itqarrafo, litqarrafa.
Imperative: tiqarra?, tiqarrali, tiqarrafo, tsqarrafa.
ti- C: tiqdbala "to meet"; imperfect/jussive: ktqdbal; imperative:
tiqdbal.
ti- D: tinabdbara "to live a bit on this and a bit on that" (e.g.
agriculture and cattle-herding); imperfect/jussive: htnabdbar\
imperative: tinabdbar.

As regards the phonemic shape of the derivatives with the
prefix ti-, two points are to be noted. (1) The prefix ti- is optional,
e.g. baggasa or tibagasa "to depart". (2) When ti- becomes a
constituent in a consonantal cluster it may assimilate to dentals,
alveolars and palato-alveolars. The result is a geminated con-
sonant - voiced or voiceless - according to the assimilating
consonant, e.g.: hddaqqab "he is strong, able" {tidaqqaba "to be
strong"); hssaldlamo "they greet each other" (tisaldlama "to
greet each other").

8.2. PREFIX 'A-

8.2.1. TYPE A. This is the sole instance of a triradical derivative
where a formal distinction between the imperfect and jussive
morphological categories is maintained. The inflection is as
follows: 'angafa "to save, to let escape".
Perfect: 'angafko, 'angafka, 'angafki, 'angafa, 'angafat, 'angafna,

'angafkum, 'angafhn, 'angafaw, 'angafaya.
Imperfect: 'anaggif, tanaggif, tanagfi, lanaggif, tanaggif, nanaggif,

tanagfo, tanagfa, lanagfo, lanagfa.
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Jussive: 'atigsf, tangsf, tangafi, langaj, tangsf, nangaf, tanggfo, tangsja,
Iangffo, langaja.

Imperative: 'ang9f,'ang$fi, 'angsjo, 'angsfa.
The consonantal element in the prefix 'a- is liable to variation

as follows: there is a possibility of free variation between' and '
when the neighbouring consonant is an ejective; e.g. yaq'a or
'aq'a "to cause to vomit"; 'asm'a or 'asms'a "to make thirsty".
When the first radical of the root of the verb is q the q may occur
as ' o r ' along with the change of' t o ' in the prefix as in: 'aqnha,
'a'rsha or 'a'rsha "to set fire to".1

8.2.2 TYPE B: 'abattala "to stop, to bring to a standstill".

Perfect: 'abattalko, 'abattalka, 'abattalki, 'abattala, 'abattalat,
'abattalna, 'abattalkum, ' abattalhn, 'abattalaw, 'abattalaya.

Imperfect/jussive: 'abattsl, tabattd, tabat/i, labattsl, tabattsl,
nabattil, tabatlo, tabatla, labatlo, labatla.

Imperative: 'abattal, 'abatli, 'abatlo, 'abatla.

8.2.3. ™ E C. 'asdbata "to get hold of".
Perfect: 'asdbatko, 'asdbatka, 'asdbafki, 'asdbata, 'asdbatat, 'asd-

battia, 'asdbatkum, 'asdbatfan, 'asabataw, 'asdbataya.
Imperfect/jussive: 'asdb$t, tasdbst, tasdbti, lasdbat, tasdbst, nasdbst,

tasdbto, tasdbta, lasdbto, lasdbta.
Imperative: 'asdbat, 'asdbti, 'asdbto, 'asdbta.

8.2.4. T ^ E D : The derivative *'a- D is non-existent. Its place in
the system is taken by 'at- D.

8.3. PREFIX 'AT-

8.3.1. TYPE A. The derivative 'at- A is non-existent.2 Its place in
the system is taken by 'a- A and 'atta- A.

8.3.2. TYPE B. 'atbaggasa "to cause to move off".

Perfect: 'atbaggasko, 'atbaggaska, 'atbaggaski, 'atbaggasa, 'atbaggasat,
'atbaggasna, 'atbaggaskum, 'atbaggasfan,' atbaggasaw,' atbaggasaya.

1 In various positions of the chain of speech q tends to lose its phonemic
identity completely. The articulatory position of the various q is post-velar,
the acoustic impression being usually that of'. Sometimes, however, being
extremely tense in the release phase, it sounds like '. The phonetic identity
of q in the above position (as ') is not absolutely dear.

2 This statement is true for the triradicals which do not contain semivowels
of kryngals. Cf. Sec. 9.2.1-9.2.2. See also Sec 2.3.
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Imperfect/jussive: 'atbaggas, tatbaggas, tatbagsi, /atbaggas, tatbaggas,
natbaggas, tatbagso, tatbagsa, latbagso, latbagsa.

Imperative: 'atbaggas, 'atbagsi, 'atbagso, 'atbagsa.

8.3.3 T ^ 2 c- 'atrdsana " to heat".
Perfect: 'atrdsanko, 'atrdsanka, 'atrdsanki, 'atrdsana, 'atrdsanat,

'atrdsanna, 'atrdsankum, 'atrdsankan, 'atrdsanaw, ' atrdsanaya.
Imperfect/jussive: 'atrdsan, tatrdsm, tatrdsni, latrdsan, tatrdsm,

natrdsan, tatrdsno, tatrdsna, latrdsno, latrdsna.
Imperative: 'atrdsm, 'atrdsni, 'atrdsno, 'atrdsna.

8.3.4. TYPE D. 'atqabdbala "to go to and fro".

Perfect: 'atqabdbalko, 'atqabdbalka, 'atqabadbalki, 'atqabdbala,
'atqabdbalat, 'atqabdbalna, 'atqabdbalkum, 'atqabdbalkan,
'atqabdblaw, atqabdbalaya.

Imperfect/jussive: 'atqabdbal, tatqabdhl, tatqabdbli, latqabdhl,
tatqabdbsl, natqabdbil, tatqabdblo, tatqabdbla, latqabdblo, lat-
qabdbla.

Imperative: 'atqabdhl, 'atqabdbli, 'atqabdblo, 'atqabdbla.

8.4. PREFIX '̂

This prefix is functional in the system only in the case of type A
verbs.x A small number of verbs of 'atta- C formation appears in
the written language, including the following examples:
'attaqdbak "to pay attention, to take notice of" (cf. 'attaqbala
"to observe, to look at"; 'atqdbala "to return"); 'attaldmada "to
cause to become mutually habituated" (cf. 'attalmada "to cause to
habituate"; 'atldmada "to cause to become mutually habitu-
ated"). Because of the extremely infrequent occurrence oVatta- C
verbs, it is not possible to draw any practical inferences as regards
their function in the system from the data, and they are best
dealt with within the lexical domain.

8.4.1. 'ATTA- A: 'attaqrafa "to let cut off"

Perfect: 'attaqrafko, 'attaqrafka, 'attaqrafki, 'attaqrafa, 'attaqraifat,
'attaqrafna, 'attaqrafkum, 'attaqraffan, 'attaqrafaw, 'attaqrafaya.

Imperfect/jussive: 'attaqraf, tattaqraf, tattaqrafi, lattaqraf, tatta-
qraf, nattaqraf, tattaqrafo, tattaqrafa, lattaqreafo, lattaqrafa.

Imperative: 'attaqraf, 'attaqrafi, 'attaqrafo, 'attaqrafa.

1 See Sec 3 and table.
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9. VERBS WITH LARYNGALS

Statements which are morphologically relevant to the influence of
laryngals on adjacent speech-sounds follow in the appropriate
section below.

9.I. VERBS WITH INITIAL LARYNGALS

The following phenomena are to be noted.
(1) Verbs with initial laryngals have only one preformative,

'at-, which contains a laryngal. (a) The preformatives V and 'an-
of the first persons, which usually occur with the appropriate
imperfect and jussive forms of the verb, do not materialise,
e.g. bassab " I think", (b) 'a- formations do not occur with initial
laryngals: the place of 'a- formations in the system is taken by
type C or the 'at- A derivative of type A, e.g. 'arga "to ascend";
'draga "to lift up" ; hatma "to seal"; 'athatama "to make seal".
In the case of the other types V-formations may serve the
purpose of the 'a- formation - though type C may function either
as C proper or as 'at- A, e.g. 'abbasa "to sin"; 'at'abbasa "to
make one sin", harsa "to plough"; hdrasa "to cultivate";
'athdrasa "to make plough", (c) The prefix 'atta- is lacking in all
types.

(2) As regards vocalisation, the following features are typical
of verbs with initial laryngals. (a) In the first person singular of
the jussive where the prefix is lacking, the vowel of the first
radical is /- as opposed to 9 or zero in other persons, e.g. hirad
"should I slaughter (the sacrificial cow)", (b) In the case of the
occurrence of the sequence V1LV2, Vi usually assimilates to V*,1

though stress must be accounted for. Thus, one may encounter:
tabassab "you (masc. sing.) will wash", as well as: thaspb.
(/) Since the sequence VLCV is not typical of verbs with
laryngals, the consonantal cluster of a possible VLCV sequence
is eliminated by vocalising the laryngals. This phenomenon
prevails in the jussive of type A, as in: 'agal tahadag tu "you (masc.
sing.) will leave"; ' agal tabadagi tu "you (fern, sing.) will leave";
'agal laharam "in order that he will play (the instrument)";
'agal h'aqab "in order that he will watch";'agal ta'amano "in order
that you (masc. pi.) will believe", (d) In 'at- A derivatives the
consonant-vowel arrangement of the stem in the perfect is
CaCaC in all persons. Thus the inflection formation of 'at- A
contrasts with that of 'at- C only as regards the quantity of the

1 V = vowel, L = laryngal, C = consonant.
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first vowel of the stem. In the imperfect/jussive the stem of
'at- A has the consonant-vowel arrangement of 'at- B, but
without gemination of the second radical.

9 . I . I . THE INFLECTION OF VERBS WITH INITIAL LARYNGALS

TYPE A. In the absence of 'a- derivatives only type A has separate
inflections for the imperfect and the jussive. The inflection of
type A is as follows: basba "to wash" (v.t.).
Perfect: hasabko, basabka, hasabki, hasba, basbat, hasabna, hasabkum,

hasabkan hasbaw hasbaya.
Imperfect: haspb, tahasssb, tabasbi, labaspb, tabassab, nahasssb,

tahasbo, tahasba, Jahasbo, lahasba.
Jussive: hisab, tabasab, tahasabi, lahasab, tshsab, nabisab, tshssabo,

tihssaba, hfosabo, hbasaba.
Imperative: fosab, hssabi, bssabo, bssaba.

TYPE B : 'addama " t o invite".
Perfect: 'addamko, 'addamka, 'addamki, 'addama, 'addamat, 'ad-

damna, 'addamkum, 'addamfan, 'addamaw, 'addamaya.
Imperfect/jussive: ladd$m, ta'addam, ta'admi, la'adddm, ta'addam,

na'addsm, ta'admo, ta'adma, la'admo, la'adma.
Imperative: 'addsm, 'admi, 'admo, ladma.

TYPE c : hdbara " t o join".
Perfect: habarko, hdbarka, habarki, hdbara, bdbarat, hdbama,

hdbarkum, hdbarfan, hdbaraw, habaraya.
Imperfect/jussive: bdb$r, tahdbsr, tahdbri, lahdb$r, tahabsr, na-

hdbsr, tahdbro, tahdbra, labdbro, lahdbra.
Imperative: hdbar, hdbri, hdbro, hdbra.

TYPE D: hardrama "to weed here and there".
Imperfect/jussive: Iabardram.
Imperative: bardram.

PREFIXED DERIVATIVES:1 ft-A/B: tabassaba " to wash oneself";
ta- C: ta'arafa "to visit".

Imperfect/jussive: Utbassab; Ut'draf.
Imperative: tabassab; ta'araf.
'at- A: 'athalafa " to cause to pass", 'at- B: 'athaddasa " to cause to
renew". 'at-C: 'athddaga "to cause to leave one another".

1 Type D and its derivatives will be dealt •with henceforth only where
peculiarities need to be noted in the forms occurring.
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Imperfect/jussive: lathalaf; lathaddss; lathddag.
Imperative: 'atbalaf; 'athaddas; 'athddag.

9.2. VERBS WITH MEDIAL LARYNGALS

The characteristic features of verbs with medial laryngals are
these, (a) The absence of type B formations, as the laryngals are
not geminated, (b) The type A stem shows peculiarities in all
morphological categories of the verb: in the perfect the stem is
CaLaC throughout the inflection; in the imperfect'the stem is
CLaC, in the jussive CLaC, and in the imperative CaLaC
throughout, (c) Type C seems to be non-functional in the
system, e.g.: taba'asa = taba'asa " to quarrel"; qahara = qdhara
" t o get excited"; tasa'ara = tasa'ara " to be deposed".

9.2.1. THE INFLECTION OF TYPE A VERBS WITH MEDIAL LARYNGALS:

sa'ana " t o load".

Perfect: sa'anko, sa'anka, sa'anki, sa'ana, sa'anat, sa'anna, sa'ankum,
sa'ankan, sa'anaw, sa'anaya.

Imperfect: 'as* an, tas'an, tas'ani, las'an, tafan, ('a)nasa'n, tas'ano,
tafana, hfano, las1 ana.

Jussive: 'as'an, tas'an, tas'ani, las'an, tas'an, nas'an, tas'ano, tas'ana,
las'ano, las'ana.

Imperative: sa'an,1 sa'ani, sa'ano, sa'ana.

9.2.2. PREFIXED DERIVATIVES OF TYPE A. (1) With the exception of
the 'atta- formation, all derivatives are found. (2) No formal
distinction exists between the imperfect and jussive forms.
(3) The stem of 'at- A in the imperfect/jussive is GL*C2 and that
of'*-AisC(*)LC.

'a- A 'at- A

Perfect

Imperfect/jussive
Imperative

toba'asa " t o
quarrel"

htba'as
tiba'as

'ashata " to
mislead "

lasfot
'asbt

'atlahama " t o close"

lathfom
'athtem

9.3. VERBS WITH FINAL LARYNGALS

9.3.1. TYPE A. The characteristic features of verbs with final
laryngals of type A are these.

' Or [sa'an]. 2 Of. Sec. 3.
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(1) The actualisation of the sequence VLCV1 is made feasible
by means of metathesis. The sequence VLCV is represented,
therefore, by LVCV, as in bal'ako "1 ate" which stands for
*ba/a'ko.

(2) All forms with verb suffixes in the non-perfect morpho-
logical categories show peculiarities as follows: (a) in the second
and third persons, the vowel of the verb suffix is liable to trans-
position, which, if it occurs, results in its insertion between the
second and third radicals of the stem; (b) the vowel of the verb
suffix in the second and third persons of the masculine plural
forms is u as opposed to 0 in the verbs with a final non-laryngal
consonant; (c) afi jussive forms with verb suffixes have the vowel
9 as the second vowel of the stem, as opposed to a in the verbs
with a final non-laryngal consonant. Peculiarities (b) and (c) refer
to the cases in which transposition occurs; as described in (a),
the second vowel of the stem, which is a, is omitted. Owing to
the phonemic shape of the imperfect form, the second radical is
geminated throughout. Examples: lajarrahu or hjarruh "they
(masc. pi.) are afraid"; hmassa'u or lamassu' "they (masc. pi.)
come "; labassahu or hbassuh " they (masc. pi.) arrive " ; tasamma'i or
tasammi' "you (fern, sing.) hear"; 'agal 'tUsmu' or 'agal 'ihsma'u
"in order that they (masc. pi.) will not be thirsty"; nas'u or nasu'
"take!" (masc. pi.).

THE INFLECTION OF TYPE A VERBS WITH FINAL LARYNGALS: bal'a

"to eat".
Perfect: bal'ako, bal'aka, bal'aki, bal'a, bal'at, bal'ana, bal'akum,

bal'ahn, bal'aw, bal'aya.
Imperfect: 'abalh', t9balh\ tabalh'i/taballi', hballa\ taballa', 'an-

balla', taballa'u/taballu', taballa'a, hbaltfu/hballu', laballa'a.
Jussive: 'abla\ tabla', tabla'i/tabli', labb\ tabla\ mbla\ t9bUlu/t9bh\2

t9bhla, Iab/a'u/Ub/u\ labla'a.
Imperative: baL1, bal'i/bali\ bal'u/balu\ bal'a.

9.3.2. TYPE B. The second radical is geminated throughout the
inflection and followed by an 3 whose timbre is determined by
the various modes of the assimilation process. The inflection of
type B is as follows: famma'a "to daub with wax".
Perfect: hmma'ako (1st pers. sing.), lamma'a.

« Ibid.
* In the sequence »LV (cf. Sec 5).
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Imperfect/jussive: hsamms', hfamms'u/hsammu' (3rd masc. pi.).
Imperative: lamma', famma'i/Iammi' (fem. sing.).

9.3.3. TYPE c. The vowel of the verb suffix in the non-perfect
forms of type C, unlike that of types A and B, is not liable to
transposition. In other respects the vowel of type C verb-suffixes
is that of the other types, i.e. -uin the second and third persons
of the masculine plural forms and / in the feminine singular. The
stem of type C in the perfect is Gf CL, though a barely audible
central vowel can be detected following the second radical. This
central vowel is also detected in the non-perfect forms which
have verb suffixes. The inflection of type C is as follows: Idr(/fa
"to shave".
Perfect: fdr(?ya.
Imperfect/jussive: kidri, tasdriffi (2nd fem. sing.).
Imperative: Jars', Jfdr(a)'u (2nd masc. pi.).

9.4. PREFIXED DERIVATIVES
The following phenomena are to be noted. (1) All derivatives
are found with types A, B and C, excluding derivatives with 'at-,
which seem to occur with type C only, and those with 'atta-
which seem to be non-existent for type C. Type D derivatives
show no peculiarities. (2) The formal distinction of imperfect/
jussive exists only in derivatives of 'a- A formation.

The formation of the prefixed derivatives is exemplified in the
table below:

t-K\
/-B/
t-C

'a-A

V B
'a-C
'at-C
'atta- A
'atta- B

Perfect

Umalb'a "to be filled"

tobdhba"to be freed"

'asmi'a " to let, make hear"

'aialhba "to make lean, thin"
'atdqa'a "to clap hands"-
'atmass'a "to make meet"
'attaints'a "to make blossom"
'attaqalh'a "to cause
premature birth"

Imperfect Jussive

htmalla'

htbalab

lasamma' lasmt'

lafalhb
latdqs'
latmatt'
lattalms' •
lattaqalh'

Imperative

tomalla'

tsbdlah

'asm)'

'aidhb
'ataqi'
'atmast'
'attaint}'
'attaqalk'
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